ATC Carrier Procedure – Training Procedure
Training Times:


S1 needs to Complete at least 15-20 hours on ground so the controller knows everything there is to
know about the airport (I.E. all taxiways and knows what size aircraft and park at what spot without
looking at the charts also needs to know the frequencies of the airport. plus they need to know the
field elevation. Before they can apply for S2 training.



S2 need to complete at least 75-100 hours to request the S3 Theoretical and then for apply for
Practical Exam at least 2 months, only as a tower controller, and needs to know all of the above and
ensure that all runways are clear and free from incursions.



S3 needs to complete at least 125-150 hours on Approach/Arrival or Departure to request the C1
Theoretical and then to apply for Practical Exam at least 3 months, and needs to know all the above
including all procedures for all runways without any guidance or hesitation.
He also needs to know what class of airspace surround the airport and within his/her control.
Before they can apply for C1 Training.



C1 Needs to complete at least 250-300 hrs and know all the above and everything within his/her
control including knowing all handoff points and altitudes to Connecting sectors.

In case of Theoretical Exam Fail “except for S1” the first re-test is after 2 weeks, the second re-test is after
1 month.
In case of Practical Exam Fail “except for S1” the second CPT is after 1 week and the third CPT is after 1
month.

Controller Mentorship:



Only approved Mentors can mentor any student but only with the complete discretion of the
Training Director or vACC Director.
If the primary mentor says no to another mentor taking his student then that is it unless overridden
by the Training Director or the Director of the vACC.

